Process Technologies for the Forest & Biobased Products Industries

PTF BPI Conference 2020

November 16-18, 2020

Location: The King and Prince Beach & Golf Resort
St. Simons Island, GA

Interested parties should:
Contact Fred Kurpiel for sponsorship opportunities. Fredkurpiel@gmail.com / 678-642-1238
Contact Tim Young or Marius Barbu for program details.
Tim Young: tmyoung1@utk.edu / 865.946.1119  Marius Barbu: marius.barbu@fh-saltzburg.ac.at

Website coming soon at: http://www.forestprod.org/technology/
PTF BPI Conference 2020
November 16-18, 2020

PTF BPI 2020 is dedicated to the exchange of information and ideas about research on process technologies, quality control, and process improvement. Academic scholars will overview the latest research in forest and bio-based materials including nanotechnology and solid wood. Leading manufacturers will highlight advancements in chemical technologies, supplier audits, product innovation and continuous improvement.

The Conference provides a forum for discussions among researchers, producers, and consumers of forest and bio-based products and acts as a catalyst for new research and development, and applications for manufacturing industries. The conference will be of direct benefit to researchers, operations managers, technical managers, and business managers. The conference offers a forum for exchange of technical and research discussions. We hope you will consider joining us again (or for the first time) at the 2020 PTF BPI at St. Simons Island, GA.

Location: The King and Prince Beach & Golf Resort
St. Simons Island, GA
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